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In the paper, we derive results concerning a continuous dependence of solutions
on the right-hand side for a semilinear operator equation Lu={g(u), by assuming
that L : D(L)/H  H (H&a Hilbert space) is self-adjont, with a closed range, and
g: H  R is continuous convex on H and Ga^teaux differentiable on D(L). Using
these results, we obtain theorems on the continuous dependence of solutions on
functional parameters for a semilinear problem of the second order u +au=
DuF(t, u, |), t # [0, ?] a.e., with the Dirichlet boundary conditions u(0)=
u(?)=0, where a1, and | is a functional parameter.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
At the begining of this century, Hadamard introduced the notion of a
well-posed problem to the theory of differential equations. In such a way,
he calls problems satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) the solution to the problem exists,
(ii) the solution is unique,
(iii) the solution depends continuously on the data (initial values,
boundary values, right-hand side of the equation).
Systems that do not satisfy at least one of the above conditions are called
ill-posed.
The well- and ill-posedness with reference to the Cauchy problems,
operator, integral and evolution equations were investigated in monograph
[8].
Most of the results of the theory of differential equations concern the
existence and uniqueness of a solution. The theory of ill-posed problems
pays most attention to requirement (iii).
This requirement, often called stability, may be interpreted as follows. If
the problem is related to a physical phenomenon, its data cannot be con-
sidered known exactly, but only approximated arbitrarily closely to exact
values. Consequently, if the solution does not depend continuously on the
data, it is not actually determined.
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For example (cf. [8]), a mixed problem for the Laplace equation
2u=0,
u(0, y)=u(?, y)=0,
u(x, 0)=f0(x),
u
y
(x, 0)=f1(x)
in a rectangle [0, ?]_[0, y0] is ill-posed. The solutions un(x, y)=
an eny sin nx, n=1, 2, ..., of the Laplace equation may be chosen in such a
way that un(x, 0)=an sin nx, un y(x, 0)=nan sin nx will be arbitrarily
small in the max-norm, while the function un will be arbitrarily large for
any fixed y{0.
An example when we cannot speak on the continuous dependence on the
right-hand side of the equation is the following Dirichlet-type boundary
value problem for the second order semilinear ordinary equation
u +u=
u2
1+u2
+=,
u(0)=u(?)=0,
where =0. One can show (cf. [16]) that the above problem has a solu-
tion only for ==0.
The continuous dependence of solutions on parameters for the Dirichlet-
type boundary value problems connected with the second order ordinary
equations was investigated, among others, in [6, 9, 15, 16, 17].
In paper [17] the author investigated the following Dirichlet problem
d
dt
Du* F(t, u, u* , |)=DuF(t, u, u* , |), t # [0, ?] a.e.,
u(0)=u(?)=0
in the case when
F(t, u, u* , |)a1 |u* |2&a0 |u* |&b1 |u| 2&b0 |u|&c0(t) (1.1)
with a1>0, a0 , b1 , b00, a1&b1>0, c0 # L1([0, ?], R). He derived the
results concerning the continuous dependence of solutions on functional
parameters | by using the direct method of the calculus of variations
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(assumption (1.1) implies that the functional of action for the above
equation
f|(u)=|
?
0
F(t, u(t), u* (t), |(t)) dt
is coercive on an appropriate function space).
The direct method of calculus of variations was also used in [18] to
obtain some stability results for boundary value problems connected with
some second order partial differential equation.
We consider the problem
u +au=DuF(t, u, |), t # [0, ?] a.e.,
(1.2)
u(0)=u(?)=0
in the case of a1, i.e. when the integrand of the functional of action
f|(u)=|
?
0
( 12 ( |u* (t)|
2&a |u(t)|2)+F(t, u(t), |(t))) dt
does not satisfy condition (1.1) (when a>1, the above functional is not
coercive).
The existence of a solution to problem (1.2) was investigated in many
papers and monographs (cf., for example, [1, 10, 11, 13]). We prove some
results concerning the continuous dependence of solutions to problem (1.2)
on functional parameters | by using the dual variational method.
The organization of this paper is as follows:
1. Introduction.
2. Preliminaries.
3. Continuous dependence of solutions on the right-hand side for
semilinear operator equations.
4. Continuous dependence of solutions on the right-hand side for the
Dirichlet-type boundary value problems connected with the second order
semilinear ordinary equations.
5. Continuous dependence of solutions on functional parameters for
the Dirichlet-type boundary value problems connected with the second
order semilinear ordinary equations.
In Section 2 we give some results concerning linear operators in a
Hilbert space, including some spectral properties of them.
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In Section 3, using the dual least action principle and generalizing the
‘‘perturbation method’’ (cf. [2, 4, 12]), we derive some stability results for
a family of semilinear operator equations
Lu={gk(u), u # D(L), k=0, 1, ...,
where L: D(L)/H  H is linear self-adjoint and with a closed range R(L),
gk : H  R is convex continuous on H and Ga^teaux differentiable on
D(L), k=0, 1, ... . We consider the cases when the kernel N(L) of L is
arbitrary and when N(L){[0]. We give conditions under which from a
sequence (uk)k # N where uk is a solution of the equation
Lu={gk(u)
one may choose a subsequence converging weakly to a solution u0 of the
equation
Lu={g0(u).
In section 4 we consider a family of problems
u +au=DuGk(t, u), t # [0, ?] a.e., k=0, 1, ... ,
u(0)=u(?)=0,
with a1. Basing ourselves on the results of Section 3 we obtain, in the
cases when a1 is arbitrary and when a1 is the second power of some
positive integer (resonance case), conditions under which from a sequence
(uk)k # N where uk is a solution to the problem
u +au=DuGk(t, u),
u(0)=u(?)=0,
one may choose a subsequence converging uniformly to a solution u0 of the
problem
u +au=DuG0(t, u),
u(0)=u(?)=0.
Finally, in section 5 we consider a family of problems
u (t)+au(t)=DuF(t, u(t), |k(t)), t # [0, ?] a.e., k=0, 1, ...,
u(0)=u(?)=0,
where a1 and |k is a functional parameter.
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In the general case, i.e. when a1 is arbitrary, we give conditions under
which the convergence of |k to |0 in L2([0, ?], Rm) implies that from the
sequence (uk)k # N of the solutions corresponding to |k one may choose a
subsequence converging uniformly to a solution u0 corresponding to |0 .
In the resonance case, by assuming that
F(t, u, |)=F1(t, u)+F2(t, u) |,
we give conditions under which the weak convergence of |k to |0 in
L2([0, ?], Rm) implies that from the sequence (uk)k # N of the solutions
corresponding to |k one may choose a subsequence converging uniformly
to a solution u0 corresponding to |0 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a real Hilbert space with a scalar product ( } , } ) and let
L : D(L)/H  H,
where D(L) is dense in H, be a linear self-adjoint operator with a range
R(L)=L(D(L)) closed in H.
Since
N(A*)R(A)=H
for any linear operator A : D(A)/H  H with a domain D(A) dense in
H (A* denotes the adjoint operator of A), therefore, in our case,
N(L)R(L)=H. (2.1)
It is easy to check that L(D(L))=L(D(L) & R(L)) and L|D(L) & R(L) is
injective. Consequently, the linear operator L|D(L) & R(L) has the inverse
K=(L|D(L) & R(L))&1 : R(L)  R(L),
which is linear continuous and self-adjoint.
In the sequel, _(L) stands for the spectre of L. We have the following
two standard results
Lemma 2.1. If L : D(L)/H  H is linear, self-adjoint, with a closed
range R(L) and such that
_(L) & ]0, :[=< (2.2)
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for some :>0, then
_(K) & & 1: , +_=<.
Lemma 2.2. If L satisfies the assumptions of the previous lemma, then
(Kx, x)
1
:
&x&2 (2.3)
for x # R(L).
Now, let us assume that _(L) & [:, [ consists of at most denumerable
number of isolated eigenvalues of L with the finite multiplicity.
We denote
P&=|
:2
&
1dF(*), P+=|

:2
1dF(*)
where F is a spectral measure of L.
In a standard way one can check that P&, P+ commute with K in R(L)
and with L in D(L), P+K is a compact operator in R(L),
(Lu& , u&)0, u& # (P&H) & D(L),
(2.4)
(Lu+ , u+)0, u+ # (P+H) & D(L)
and, consequently,
(Kv& , v&)0, v& # (P&H) & R(L),
(Kv+ , v+)0, v+ # (P+H) & R(L).
3. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTIONS
ON THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE FOR SEMILINEAR
OPERATOR EQUATIONS
Let L : D(L)/H  H, D(L)=H, be linear self-adjoint operator with a
closed range R(L), and let g : H  R be convex continuous on H and
Ga^teaux differentiable on D(L). By {g(u) we denote the gradient of g at u,
i.e. the unique element of H for which
g$(u) h=({g(u), h) , h # H.
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Let us consider the equation
Lu={g(u), u # D(L). (3.1)
In [19] (cf. also [10]) the following theorem was proved.
Theorem 3.1. If there exist numbers b, c, d, : # R such that
(3.1.a) _(L) & ]0, :[=<,
(3.1.b) _(L) & [:, [ consists of at most denumerable number of
isolated eigenvalues of L with a finite multiplicity,
(3.1.c) 0<bc<: and
b
2
&u&2&dg(u)
c
2
&u&2+d, u # H,
then Equation (3.1) possesses a solution u # D(L) such that v=Lu minimizes
the functional
f : R(L) % v [ g*(v)& 12 (Kv, v) # R
(g* is the Fenchel transform of g given by
g*: H % v [ sup[(v, u)& g(u); u # H] # R _ []).
Using Lemma 2.2, one can show
Lemma 3.2. If the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, then
&v& 4d
:c
:&c
for any minimum point v of the functional f on R(L).
Proof. From assumption (3.1.c) it follows that
1
2c
&v&2&dg*(v)
1
2b
&v&2+d
for v # H. So, using Lemma 2.2, we assert that
1
2 \
1
c
&
1
:+ &v&2&d f (v)
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for v # R(L). Consequently, for any minimum point v of f on R(L), we have
1
2 \
1
c
&
1
:+ &v&2&d f  (v) f (0)= g*(0)d,
i.e.
&v&4d
:c
:&c
. K
Now, let us consider a family of equations
Lu={gk(u), u # D(L), k=0, 1, ... . (3.2)
Theorem 3.3. Let us assume that functions gk , k=0, 1, ..., are convex
continuous on H and Ga^teaux differentiable on D(L). Assume also that func-
tions gk , k=1, 2, ..., and L satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 with the
same constants b, c, d, : # R.
Then, for any k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution uk # D(L) of equation
(3.2), such that vk=Luk is a minimum point of the functional
f k : R(L) % v [ gk*(v)& 12 (Kv, v) # R,
the sequence (vk)k # N is bounded in H and from the sequence (uk)k # N one
may choose a subsequence (uki) i # N converging weakly to some u0 # D(L).
If, additionally, for any u # D(L), there exists a subsequence (kij) j # N of the
sequence (ki) i # N , such that
{gkij (u) wwj   {g0(u) in H (3.3a)
or
{gkij (u) ww(j   {g0(u) weakly in H
and ukij wwj   u0 in H, (3.3b)
then
Lu0={g0(u0).
Proof. The existence of a solution uk # D(L), k=1, 2, ..., of Equation
(3.2), such that vk=Luk minimizes f k , follows from Theorem 3.1. Of
course,
vk={gk(uk), k=1, 2, ... .
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Consequently,
uk # gk*(vk), k=1, 2, ...
( gk*(vk) is a subgradient of gk* at vk).
From lemma 3.2 it follows that the sequence (vk)k # N is bounded in H.
So, from [10, Prop. 2.4] it follows that the sets gk*(vk) are commonly
bounded in H. This means that the sequence (uk)k # N is bounded in H.
Thus there exist a subsequence (uki) i # N of the sequence (uk)k # N and some
u0 # H, such that uki ww(i   u0 weakly in H.
Moreover, since (vki) i # N is bounded in H, there exist a subsequence, say
still (vki) i # N , and some v0 # H, such that vki ww(i   v0 weakly in H.
In the previous section we asserted that the operator L is closed. Since
the graph of L is convex in H_H, therefore it is weakly closed in H_H.
From the fact that uki ww(i   u0 weakly in H and Luki=vki ww(i   v0
weakly in H it follows that (uki , Luki) ww(i   (u0 , v0) weakly in H_H. Thus
(u0 , v0) belongs to the graph of L, i.e.
u0 # D(L), v0=Lu0 .
Now, from the convexity of gki we have
gki (z)gki (w)+({gki (w), z&w) ,
gki (w)gki (z)+({gki (z), w&z)
for w, z # D(L). So,
({gki (w)&{gki (z), w&z) 0
for w, z # D(L). In particular,
({gki (uki)&{gki (u), uki&u)0
for i=1, 2, ... and u # D(L). Thus
(Luki+({g0(u)&{gki (u))&{g0(u), uki&u)0
for i=1, 2, ... and u # D(L).
Let us fix u # D(L). In both cases (3.3.a) and (3.3.b),
|({g0(u)&{gkij (u), ukij&u) | wwi   0.
Indeed, in case (3.3.a),
|({g0(u)&{gkij (u), ukij&u) |&{g0(u)&{gkij (u)&C wwi   0
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where the constant C is such that &ukij&u&C for j=1, 2, ... . In case
(3.3.b),
|({g0(u)&{gkij (u), ukij&u) ||({g0(u)&{gkij (u), u0&u) |
+|({g0(u)&{gkij (u), ukij&u&(u0&u)) |
|({g0(u)&{gkij (u), u0&u) |+D&ukij&u0& wwi   0
where the constant D is such that &{g0(u)&{gkij (u)&D for j=1, 2, ... .
Since ukij ww(j   u0 weakly in H, therefore
({g0(u), ukij&u) wwj   ({g0(u), u0&u).
Moreover,
(Lukij , ukij&u)=(Lukij , ukij ) &(Lukij , u).
From the fact that Lukij=vkij ww(j   v0=Lu0 weakly in H we obtain
(Lukij , u) wwj   (Lu0 , u).
Using the fact that P+D(L)/D(L) and P&D(L)/D(L), we get
(Lukij , ukij) =(LP
+ukij+LP
&ukij , P
+ukij+P
&ukij)
=(LP+ukij , P
+ukij) +(LP
&ukij , P
&ukij)
(we also use the fact that L commutes with P+ and P& in D(L)).
Since P+K is compact, therefore
(LP+ukij , P
+ukij)=(P
+Lukij , P
+ukij) wwj   (P
+Lu0 , P+u0)
=(LP+u0 , P+u0)
because vkij ww(j   v0 weakly in H. Moreover, by (2.4),
0( &LP&(ukij&u0), P
&(ukij&u0))=( &LP
&ukij , P
&ukij)
+(LP&ukij , P
&u0) +(LP&u0 , P&ukij) &(LP
&u0 , P&u0)
=( &LP&ukij , P
&ukij)+2(LP
&ukij , P
&u0) &(LP&u0 , P&u0).
So,
lim inf
j  
(LP&u0 , P&u0)&2(LP&ukij , P
&u0) )
 lim inf
j  
( &LP&ukij , P
&ukij) ,
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i.e.
&(LP&u0 , P&u0) lim inf
j  
( &LP&ukij , P
&ukij)
(we use the fact that L is self-adjoint and P&ukij ww(j   P
&u0 weakly in H).
Consequently, writing (3.3) in the form
(LP+ukij , P
+ukij)&(Lukij , u) +({g0(u)&{gkij (u), ukij&u)
&({g0(u), ukij&u)
 &(LP&ukij , P
&ukij)
and passing to the lim infj   , we obtain
(LP+u0 , P+u0)&(Lu0 , u) &({g0(u), u0&u)
 lim inf
j  
(&(LP&ukij , LP
&ukij) )
 &(LP&u0 , P&u0) ,
i.e.
(Lu0&{g0(u), u0&u)0
for any u # D(L).
Now, let us consider the points u=u0+tz where z # D(L), t>0 (‘‘trick
of Minty’’). From the above inequality we have
(Lu0&{g0(u0+tz), z)0
for z # D(L), t>0.
The convexity of the function
[&1, 1] % t [ g0(u0+tz) # R
and its differentiability imply the continuity of its derivative
]&1, 1[ % t [ ({g0 (u0+tz), z) # R
at each point t # ]&1, 1[. In particular,
0 lim
j  
(Lu0&{g0(u0+tz), z) =(Lu0&{g0(u0), z)
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for any z # D(L). The density of D(L) in H yields
(Lu0&{g0(u0), z) 0
for any z # H, i.e.
Lu0={g0(u0).
The proof is completed. K
Remark 3.1. The method used for deriving theorem 3.3 is a generaliza-
tion of the ‘‘perturbation method’’ introduced in [4] (cf. also [2], [10])
Now, let us assume that N(L){[0].
We say that functions .k : H  R, k=1, 2, ..., are uniformly bounded
below on bounded sets in N(L) if, for any bounded set V/N(L), there
exists a constant M such that
M .k(x))
for x # V, k=1, 2, ... .
We say that mappings k : D(L)  H, k=1, 2, ..., are uniformly bounded
on bounded sets in N(L) if, for any bounded set V/N(L), there exists a
constant N such that
&k(x)&N
for x # V, k=1, 2, ... .
We say that functions /k : H  R, k=1, 2, ..., are uniformly coercive on
N(L) if, for any constant T, there exists a constant r>0 such that
T /k(x)
for x # N(L), &x&r, k=1, 2, ... .
Let family (3.2) of equations be given. We have
Theorem 3.4. Let us assume that functions gk , k=0, 1, ..., are convex
continuous on H and Ga^teaux differentiable on D(L). Assume that there exist
constants c, d, : # R such that
(3.4.a) _(L) & ]0, :[=<,
(3.4.b) _(L) & [:, [ consists of at most denumerable number of
isolated eigenvalues of L with a finite multiplicity,
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(3.4.c) 0<c<: and
gk(u) c
&u&2
2
+d, u # H, k=1, 2, ...,
(3.4.d) the functions gk , k=1, 2, ..., are uniformly coercive on N(L)
and uniformly bounded below on bounded sets in N(L),
(3.4.e) the gradients {gk , k=1, 2, ..., are uniformly bounded on
bounded sets in N(L).
If, for any k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution uk # D(L) of the equation
(3.2), such that vk=Luk minimizes the functional f k on R(L), then the
sequence (vk)k # N is bounded in H and from the sequence (uk)k # N one may
choose a subsequence (uki) i # N converging weakly in H to some u0 # D(L).
If, additionally, for any u # D(L), there exists a subsequence (kij) j # N of the
sequence (ki) i # N , such that one of assumptions (3.3.a), (3.3.b) is satisfied,
then
Lu0={g0(u0).
Proof. For any k=1, 2, ..., the function gk is convex continuous and
coercive on the Hilbert space N(L). Consequently, gk has a minimum point
on N(L). Denote this point by xk # N(L). Thus (cf. [12, Remark 1.1.5]),
({gk(xk), h)=0
for h # N(L), i.e. &k={gk(xk) # R(L). The last equality implies
gk*(&k)=(&k , xk)& gk(xk)=&gk(xk).
Moreover, from assumption (3.4.c) and Lemma 2.2 it follows that
f k(vk)
1
2 \
1
c
&
1
: + &vk&2&d.
So, for k=1, 2, ...,
1
2 \
1
c
&
1
: + &vk&2&d f k(vk) f k(&k)
= gk*(&k)&
1
2
(K&k , &k)
=&gk(xk)&
1
2
(K&k , &k).
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Since
gk(xk)gk(0)0,
therefore, by the uniform coercivity of the functions gk , k=1, 2, ..., on
N(L), the sequence (xk)k # N is bounded in H.
The boundedness of (xk)k # N and the uniform boundedness below of the
functions gk , k=1, 2, ..., on N(L) imply the existence of a constant $1 such
that
$1gk(xk), k=1, 2, ...
From the uniform boundedness of the gradients {gk , k=1, 2, ..., on bounded
sets in N(L) it follows that there exists a constant $2 such that
&&k&=&{gk(xk)& $2 , k=1, 2, ... .
So, inequality (3.4) implies
1
2 \
1
c
&
1
:+ &vk&2&d &$1+
1
2
&K& $22 , k=1, 2, ... .
This means that the sequence (vk)k # N is bounded in H.
Let uk=u k+u~ k , u k # N(L), u~ k # R(L) for k=1, 2, ... . Since vk=Luk ,
therefore
&u~ k&=&KLu~ k &=&KLuk&&K& $3
where the constant $3 is such that &vk &$3 for k=1, 2, ... .
From the convexity of gk we have
gk \ u k2 +
1
2
gk(uk)+
1
2
gk(&u~ k)

1
2 \gk(0)+({gk(uk), uk)+
c
2
&u~ k&2+d+
=
1
2 \gk(0)+(Luk , uk) +
c
2
&K& $3+d+
=
1
2 \gk(0)+(Luk , u~ k) +
c
2
&K& $3+d+

1
2 \d+$3 &K& $3+
c
2
&K& $3+d+.
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This means, in view of the uniform coercivity of gk , k=1, 2, ..., on N(L),
that the sequence (u k)k # N is bounded in H. Consequently, the sequence
(uk)k # N is bounded in H. So, there exist a subsequence (ki) i # N of the
sequence of positive integers and some u0 , v0 # H, such that uki ww(i   u0
weakly in H, vki ww(i   v0 weakly in H. The weak closedness of the graph
of L in H_H implies that
u0 # D(L), v0=Lu0 .
Using the same argumentation as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we assert
that
Lu0={g0(u0).
The proof is completed. K
Now, we shall demonstrate that, in the above theorem, the assumption
concerning the existence of a solution uk # D(L) to Equation (3.2), such
that vk=Luk minimizes the functional f k on R(L), may be omitted. To
show this, we shall use
Theorem 3.5. Let g : H  R be convex continuous on H and Ga^teaux
differentiable on D(L). If there exist constants c , d , : # R such that
(3.5.a) _(L) & ]0, :[=<,
(3.5.b) _(L) & [:, [ consists of at most denumerable number of
isolated eigenvalues of L with a finite multiplicity,
(3.5.c) 0<c <: and
g(u)c
&u&2
2
+d , u # H,
(3.5.d) g is coercive on N(L), i.e.
g(x)   as &x&  , x # N(L),
then there exists a solution u0 # D(L) of the equation
Lu0={g(u0),
such that v0=Lu0 minimizes the functional f on R(L).
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Proof. Let us put
g0(u)=g(u), u # H,
gk(u)=
=k
2
&u&2+ g(u), u # H, k=1, 2, ...,
where (=k)k # N is an increasing sequence converging to 0 and such that
=1+c <:.
It is easy to see that each function gk , k=1, 2, ..., satisfies the assump-
tions of Theorem 3.2 with b==k 2, c==1+c , d=max[d , d ] where d is
any fixed number greater than 1=k &{g(0)&2& g(0) :
gk(u)
=k
2
&u&2+({g(0), u) + g(0)
=k
2
&u&2&& {g(0)&&u&+ g(0)

=k
2
&u&2
2
&d 
=k
2
&u&2
2
&d
for u # H,
gk(u)(=k+c )
&u&2
2
+d (=1+c )
&u&2
2
+d
for u # H. Consequently, for each k=1, 2, ..., the equation
Lu={gk(u), u # D(L),
possesses a solution uk # D(L) such that vk=Luk minimizes the functional
f k on R(L).
Moreover, it is easy to check that the functions gk , k=1, 2, ..., satisfy
the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 (including assumption (3.3.a)). Indeed, let
us check (3.4.e) (the remaining assumptions are fulfilled in an obvious
way). We have
&dgk(u)(=1+c )
&u&2
2
+d, u # H, k=1, 2, ... .
So, from [10, Prop. 2.4] it follows that
& {gk(u)&2(=1+c )(&u&+2d)+1, u # D(L), k=1, 2, ... .
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This means that the gradients {gk , k=1, 2, ..., are uniformly bounded on
bounded sets in N(L). Thus theorem 3.4 implies the existence of u0 # D(L)
such that
Lu0={g(u0).
To end the proof, it suffices to demonstrate that v0=Lu0 minimizes f on
R(L).
From the proof of theorem 3.4 it follows that there exists a subsequence
(ki) i # N of the sequence of positive integers, such that uki ww(i   u0 weakly
in H, vki ww(i   v0 weakly in H. Let us observe that
f ki (vki) f ki (v) f (v)
for i # N and v # R(L). Consequently,
f (v)lim inf
i  
f ki (vki)
=lim inf
i  
(& 12 (Kvki , vki)+ g*ki (vki))
=lim inf
i  
(& 12 (KP
&vki , vki) &
1
2 (KP
+vki , vki) + g*ki (vki))
lim inf
i  
(& 12 (KP
&vki , vki) )
+lim inf
i  
(& 12 (KP
+vki , vki) )
+lim inf
i  
g*ki (vki).)
But, by the compactness of KP+ in R(L),
lim inf
i  
(& 12 (KP
+vki , vki) )
=lim inf
i  
(&12(KP
+vki , vki) )=&
1
2 (KP
+v0 , v0).
Moreover,
(KP&vki , vki) =(KP
&Luki , Luki)=(LKP
&Luki , uki) =(P
&Luki , uki)
=(P&Luki , P
&uki)=(LP
&uki , P
&uki) .
Now, using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we
assert that
lim inf
i  
(&(LP&uki , P
&uki) ) &(LP
&u0 , P&u0).
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Thus
lim inf
i  
(& 12 (KP
&vki , vki) )
 & 12 (LP
&u0 , P&u0)=&12 (KP
&v0 , v0) .
Moreover,
g*ki (vki)(vki , u0)& gki (u0)=(vki , u0)&=ki
&u0&2
2
& g(u0)
and, consequently,
lim inf
i  
g*ki (vki)lim infi  
((vki , u0) &=ki
&u0&2
2
& g(u0))
=lim inf
i  
((vki , u0) &=ki
&u0&2
2
& g(u0))
=(v0 , u0)& g(u0)= g*(v0)
(the last equality is implied by the fact that v0=Lu0={g(u0) ).
Using the above facts, we obtain
f (v)& 12 (KP
+v0 , v0)& 12 (KP
&v0 , v0)+ g*(v0)
=& 12 (Kv0 , v0) + g*(v0)= f (v0)
for any v # R(L). This means that v0 minimizes the functional f on R(L).
The proof is finished.
Theorems 3.4, 3.5 imply
Theorem 3.6. Let the functions gk , k=0, 1, ..., be convex continuous on
H and Ga^teaux differentiable on D(L). Assume that there exist constants
c, d, : # R such that assumptions (3.4.a)(3.4.e) are satisfied.
Then, for any k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution uk # D(L) of equation
(3.2), such that vk=Luk is a minimum point of the functional f k on R(L), the
sequence (vk)k # N is bounded in H and from the sequence (uk)k # N one may
choose a subsequence (uki) i # N converging weakly to some u0 # D(L).
If, additionally, for any u # D(L), there exists a subsequence (kij) j # N of the
sequence (ki) i # N , such that one of assumptions (3.3.a), (3.3.b) is satisfied,
then
Lu0={g0(u0).
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Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.5 was proved in [11] (cf. also [10 Prop. 2.6]).
We obtain the first part of Theorem 3.5, i.e. the existence of a solution u0
to the equation
Lu={g(u), u # D(L),
as a corollary from Theorem 3.4. The fact that v0=Lu0 minimizes f on
R(L) is derived in the same way as in [10].
4. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTIONS ON THE
RIGHT-HAND SIDE FOR THE DIRICHLET-TYPE BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH THE SECOND ORDER
SEMILINEAR ORDINARY EQUATIONS
Let I=[0, ?], H=L2(I, Rn), a1, Lu=u +au for u # D(L)=[u # H;
u, u* are absolutely continuous on I, u # H, u(0)=u(?)=0]=[u # C 1(I, Rn);
u* is absolutely continuous on I, u # H, u(0)=u(?)=0].
Of course, D(L)=H. In an elementary way one can check that L is self-
adjoint, R(L) is closed in H, _(L)=[a&l2; l # N] and all elements of
_(L) are eigenvalues of L with a multiplicity equal to n. Moreover,
N(L){[0] if and only if a=l2 for some l # N (resonance case).
Let G: I_Rn  R be of Caratheodory type and such that there exist a
constant # # R0+ and a function ; # L
1(I, R0+), such that
|G(t, u)|# |u|2+;(t) (4.1)
for t # I a.e., u # Rn.
We define
g: H % u |
I
G(t, u(t)) dt # R.
From the theorem on the continuity of the Nemytskii operator (cf. [7])
it follows that g is continuous on H. Moreover, if G is convex in u # Rn,
continuously differentiable in u # Rn and there exist b0, d # L2(I, R0+)
such that
|DuG(t, u)|b |u|+d(t) (4.2)
for t # I a.e., u # Rn, then g is convex on H, Ga^teaux differentiable on
D(L), and the differential of g at u # D(L) is given by
H % h [ |
I
Du G(t, u(t)) h(t) dt # R,
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i.e.
{g(u)=DuG( } , u( } )) # H.
Now, let us consider a family of equations
u +au=Du Gk(t, u), k=0, 1, ... .
We assume that the functions
Gk : I_Rn  R, k=0, 1, ...,
are of Caratheodory type, continuously differentiable in u # Rn, convex in
u # Rn and satisfy conditions (4.1), (4.2) (may be with different constants
and functions).
Let us assume that a>1, and a{l 2 for any l # N. Theorem 3.3 gives
Theorem 4.1. Let l # N be the greatest number for which a&l2>0.
Assume that there exist constants b, c # R and a function ; # L1(I, R0+), such
that 0<bc<a&l2 and
b
2
|u|2&; (t)Gk(t, u)
c
2
|u| 2+; (t) (4.1.a)
for t # I a.e., u # Rn, k=1, 2, ... .
Then, for any k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution uk # D(L) of the equation
u +au=DuGk (t, u),
such that vk=Luk minimizes the functional f k on R(L)=H, the sequence
(vk)k # N is bounded in H and from the sequence (uk)k # N one may choose a
subsequence (uki) i # N converging uniformly to some u0 # D(L).
If, additionally, for any u # H, from the sequence (k i) i # N one may choose
a subsequence (kij) j # N such that
Du Gkij ( } , u( } )) ww(j   Du G0( } , u( } ))
weakly in H, then
u 0(t)+au0(t)=Du G0(t, u0(t)), t # I a.e.
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Before we prove the above theorem, we shall prove
Lemma 4.2. Let a1. If, for any k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution
uk # D(L) of the equation
u +au=DuGk(t, u),
such that the sequences (uk)k # N , (vk)k # N , where vk=Luk , are bounded in
H, then from the sequence (uk)k # N one may choose a subsequence converging
uniformly to some continuous function.
Proof. Let us fix s, t # [0, ?], st. We have
|uk(s)&uk(t)||
t
s
|u* k({)| d{|s&t| 12 \|
?
0
|u* k({)|2 d{+
12
for k=1, 2, ... .
In an elementary way one can check that the sequence (u* k)k # N is bounded
in H, i.e.
\|
?
0
|u* k(s)|2 ds+
12
C, k=1, 2, ...,
where C0 is some constant. So, the sequence (uk)k # N is uniformly con-
tinuous on [0, ?].
Moreover,
|uk(s)|=|uk(s)&uk(0)||s|12 C?12C
for s # [0, ?], k=1, 2, ..., i.e. the sequence (uk)k # N is uniformly bounded
on [0, ?]. From the ArzelaAscoli theorem we obtain the assertion of the
lemma. K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The assertion follows immediately from Theorem
3.3, Lemma 4.2 and the uniqueness of a weak limit. K
Remark 4.1. It is easy to see that assumption (4.1.a) with ; # L2(I, R+0 )
implies that the functions Gk , k=1, 2, ..., satisfy conditions (4.1), (4.2)
(with the same constants and functions).
Now let us assume that a=l2 for some l # N. In the same way as in the
previous case, Theorem 3.6 yields
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Theorem 4.3. Assume that
(4.3.a) there exist a constant c>0 (0<c<2l&1 if l2) and a func-
tion ; # L1(I, R+0 ), such that
Gk(t, u)
c
2
|u|2+; (t)
for t # I a.e., u # Rn, k=1, 2, ...,
(4.3.b) the convergence
|
I
Gk(t, a sin lt) dt www|a|   
holds uniformly in k=1, 2, ...,
(4.3.c) for any R>0, there exist constants M, N such that
M<|
I
Gk(t,a sin lt) dt,
|
I
|DuGk(t, a sin lt)| 2 dtN
for |a|<R, k=1, 2, ... .
Then, for any k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution uk # D(L) of the equation
u (t)+l2 u(t)=DuGk(t, u(t)),
such that vk=Luk minimizes the functional f k on R(L)=[g=(g1, ..., gn) # H;
I g i (t) sin lt dt=0, i=1, ..., n], the sequence (vk)k # N is bounded in H and
from the sequence (uk)k # N one may choose a subsequence (uki) i # N converging
uniformly to some u0 # D(L).
If, additionally, for any u # H, from the sequence (k i) i # N one may choose
a subsequence (kij) j # N such that
Du Gkij ( } , u( } )) ww(j   DuG0( } , u( } )) (4.3.d.)
weakly in H, then
u 0(t)+l2u0(t)=DuG0(t, u0(t)), t # I a.e.
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 is also true for a=l2 with some l # N (in the
case of l=1 we replace the assumptions a&l2>0, 0<bc<a&l2 by
0<bc), but the assumptions of this theorem are stronger than those of
theorem 4.3.
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5. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTIONS ON
FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS FOR THE DIRICHLET-TYPE
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH THE
SECOND ORDER SEMILINEAR ORDINARY EQUATIONS
Let us consider the following equation
u (t)+au(t)=DuF(t, u(t), |(t)), t # I a.e., (5.1)
where F : I_Rn_Rm  R, a1, a{l2 for any l # N, |: I  Rm is a
functional parameter.
We shall consider the functional parameters |: I  Rm belonging to the
set L2(I, M)=[u # L2(I, Rm); u(t) # M for t # I a.e.] with a fixed bounded
set M/Rm.
On the function F we assume that it is measurable in t # I, continuously
differentiable and convex in u # Rn, continuous in | # Rm. On DuF we
assume that it is continuous in | # Rm.
From Theorem 4.1 we obtain in a direct way
Theorem 5.1. Let l # N be the greatest number for which a&l2>0.
Assume that there exist constants b, c # R and a function ; # L2(I, R+0 ), such
that 0<bc<a&l2 and
b
2
|u|2&; (t)F (t, u, |)
c
2
|u| 2+; (t)
for t # I a.e., u # Rn, | # M.
If (|k)k # N is a sequence of functions from L2(I, M), converging in
L2(I, Rm) to some function |0 # L2(I, M), then, for any k=1, 2, ..., there
exists a solution uk # D(L) of the equation
u (t)+au(t)=DuF(t, u(t), |k(t)),
such that vk=Luk minimizes the functional f k on R(L)=H, the sequence
(vk)k # N is bounded in H and from the sequence (uk)k # N one may choose a
subsequence (uki)i # N converging uniformly to some u0 # D(L) being a
solution of the equation
u (t)+au(t)=DuF(t, u(t), |0(t)).
Proof. Since (cf. [10 Prop. 2.4])
|DuF(t, u, |)|2c( |u|+2; (t))+1
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for t # I a.e., u # Rn, | # M, therefore the generalization of the Krasno-
selskii theorem (cf. [5, Th. 2]) implies that, for any fixed u # L2(I, Rn),
DuF(t, u(t), |k(t)) wwk   DuF(t, u(t), |0(t))
in L2(I, Rn). The proof is completed. K
Now, let us consider Equation (5.1) in the case when a=l2 with some
l # N, F (t, u, |)=F1(t, u)+F2(t, u) | with F1 : I_Rn  R, F2=(F12 , ..., F
m
2 ):
I_Rn  Rm measurable in t # I, continuously differentiable in u # Rn and
such that
(5.1) there exist c>0 (0<c<2l&1 if l2), e>0 and a function
; # L1(I, R+0 ), such that
|F(t, u, w)|
c
2
|u|2+;(t),
|F(t, u)|e |u|2+;(t)
for t # I a.e., u # Rn, w # M, F=F1 , F j2 , j=1, ..., m,
(5.2) there exist b0, d # L2(I, R+0 ) such that
|DuF(t, u)|b |u|+d(t)
for t # I a.e., u # Rn, F=F1 , F j2 , j=1, ..., m.
We also assume that F is convex in u # Rn for t # I a.e., | # M.
So, we consider the equation
u (t)+l2u(t)=Du F1(t, u(t))+DuF2(t, u(t)) |(t)
where DuF2(t, u)=[(F j2 u
i) (t, u)]1in, 1 jm .
From Theorem 4.3 we obtain
Theorem 5.2. If |k ww(j   |0 weakly-* in L
(I, Rm), |k # L2(I, M),
k=0, 1, ..., and
|
I
(F1(t, a sin lt)+F2(t, a sin lt) |k(t)) dt ww|a|    (5.2.a.)
uniformly in k=1, 2, ..., then, for any k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution
uk # D(L) of the equation
u (t)+l2u(t)=Du F1(t, u(t))+Du F2(t, u(t)) |k(t),
such that vk=Luk minimizes the functional f k on the set R(L) given in
Theorem 4.3, the sequence (vk)k # N is bounded in H and from the sequence
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(uk)k # N one may choose a subsequence (uki) i # N converging uniformly to some
u0 # D(L) being a solution of the equation
u (t)+l 2u(t)=Du F1 (t, u(t))+DuF2(t, u(t)) |0(t).
Proof. It is easy to see that assumptions (4.2.a), (4.2.c) follow from con-
ditions (5.1), (5.2). Assumption (4.2.d) follows from the fact that DuF is
affine in | # Rm.
In a direct way we obtain
Corollary 5.3. If the functions F j2 , j=1, ..., m, are such that, for each
u # H, the functions F j2 u
i( } , u( } )), i=1, ..., n, j=1, ..., m, are essentially
bounded on I, then Theorem 5.2 is valid if |k ww(k   |0 weakly in L
2(I, Rm).
Example 5.1. Let us consider the following Dirichlet problem
u 1(t)+16u1(t)=4u1(t)+2u2(t)&(sin u1(t)) |2(t)
u 2(t)+16u2(t)=2u1(t)+2u2(t)&(cos u2(t)) |1(t),
(5.3)
u1(0)=u1(?)=0,
u2(0)=u2(?)=0
with the functional parameter |=(|1, |2) # L2(I, B(0, 12)) (B(0,
1
2)the
ball in R2 in the norm max, centred at 0 and with radius 12).
The above system may be written in the form
u (t)+au(t)=DuF1(t, u(t))+DuF2(t, u(t)) |(t)
with a=42, F1(t, u)=2(u1)2+2u1u2+(u2)2, F2(t, u)=(F 12 (t, u), F
2
2 (t, u))=
(sin u2, cos u1), where u=(u1, u2) # R2.
Let us observe that the functions F1 , F 12 , F
2
2 are measurable in t # I (in
fact, they are constant in t), continuously differentiable in u # R2, satisfy
condition (5.1) with c=6, e=3, ;(t)#1 and condition (5.2) with b=6,
d(t)#1.
Moreover, the function F(t, u, |)=2(u1)2+2u1u2+(u2)2+(sin u2) |1+
(cos u1) |2 is convex in u # R2 for t # I, | # B(0, 12). Indeed, we
have Fu1 (t, u, |)=4u1+2u2&(sin u1) |2, Fu2 (t, u, |)=2u1+2u2+
(cos u2) |1, 2Fu1 u1(t, u, |)=4&(cos u1) |2, 2F u1 u2(t, u, |)=2,
2Fu2 u2 (t, u, |)=2&(sin u2) |1 and, consequently, the matrix
_4&(cos u
1) |2
2
2
2&(sin u2) |1&
is nonnegative for t # I, u # R2, | # B(0, 12).
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Now, let (|k)k # N be a sequence of functions from L2(I, B(0, 12)) converg-
ing weakly in L2(I, R2) to some |0 # L2(I, B(0, 12)).
Let us check that condition (5.2.a) holds. Indeed, for a=(a1, a2) # R2, we
have
|
IU
(F1(t, a sin 4t)+F2(t, a sin 4t) |k(t)) dt
=|
I
(2(a1)2 (sin 4t)2+2a1a2 (sin 4t)2+(a2)2 (sin 4t)2
+|1k (t) sin(a
2sin 4t)+|2k(t) cos (a
1 sin 4t)) dt
=(2(a1)2+2a1a2+(a2)2) |
I
(sin 4t)2 dt
+|
I
(|1k(t) sin(a
2 sin 4t)+|2k(t) cos(a
1 sin 4t)) dt.
Let us observe that
2(a1)2+2a1a2+(a2)2=_2 11 1& _
a1
a2&, _
a1
a2& .
Since the matrix [ 2 11 1] is positive, there exists a constant m>0 such that
2 (a1)2+2a1a2+(a2)2m |a|2.
In view of the fact that the integral
|
I
(|1k(t) sin(a
2 sin 4t)+|2k (t) cos(a
1 sin 4t)) dt
is uniformly bounded in k=1, 2, ..., and
|
I
(sin 4t)2 dt>0,
condition (5.2.a) holds uniformly in k=1, 2, ... .
Since, for any u # H, the functions F 12 u
1 (t, u(t))=0, F 12 u
2 (t, u(t))
=cos u2(t), F 22 u
1 (t, u(t))=&sin u1(t), F 22 u
2 (t, u(t))=0 are essen-
tially bounded on I, therefore from corollary 5.3 it follows that, for any
k=1, 2, ..., there exists a solution uk of problem (5.3), corresponding to the
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parameter |k , and from the sequence (uk)k # N one may choose a sub-
sequence (uki) i # N converging uniformly to a solution u0 of problem (5.3),
corresponding to the parameter |0 .
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